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Abstract

**Purpose** – The purpose of this study is to analyze the relationships between Entrepreneurial Orientation, Organizational Learning Capability, Service Innovation and Organizational Performance. To this end, it was sought to analyze the mediating role of organizational learning capability and service innovation within entrepreneurial orientation and organizational performance relationship in knowledge-intensive organizations.

**Design/methodology/approach** – The sample consisted of 159 architecture and urbanism companies from Santa Catarina, Brazil. The study opted to use managers as key informants since they are the ones that have general information about the organization and are a valuable source for assessing the different variables of the organization. For data analysis, the PLS-PM algorithm (Partial Least Squares Path Modeling) was used.

**Findings** – Results showed that entrepreneurial orientation is a strong driver of service innovation and organizational performance. Organizational learning capability acts as a facilitator of innovation and has a positive influence on organizational performance. Another theoretical contribution of this study to organizational learning capability is the confirmation of its mediation in service innovation and organizational performance. Management needs to make its organization more proactive and creative, continually promoting new ideas. Architecture and urbanism organizations should pay more attention to maintaining and promoting entrepreneurial orientation permanently. The trend toward both proactivity and risk-taking can be an inherent advantage of these knowledge-intensive business services.

**Originality/value** – Few studies have explored the mediating role of organizational learning capability and service innovations in organizational performance. In particular, the combined effects of entrepreneurial orientation and organizational learning capability have been neglected by the knowledge-intensive organizations literature. The study is justified by providing a more complete view of the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation and the performance of knowledge-intensive organizations, highlighting the role of organizational learning capability and performance in service innovation.
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1. Introduction
Innovation plays an essential role in fostering the competitiveness of organizations in the construction sector, particularly in architecture, urban planning and engineering organizations. Within the sector, innovation is a combination of creativity, intellectual content, technical possibilities and market demand. In addition, innovation is a complex social activity, and creating innovative design solutions requires continuous learning (Salter & Gann, 2003; Panuwatwanich & Stewart, 2012). For Kitsios & Grigoroudis (2020), identifying important elements for managers within a service innovation (SI) requires more research. The features that most often differentiate services from traditional products are intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability and perishability (Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry, 1985).

SI operates as the engine of economic growth and crosses all service sectors. With a focus on innovation, service organizations have grown substantially in the last decade (Snyder, Witell, Gustafsson, Fombelle & Kristensson, 2016). Avlonitis, Papastathopoulou & Gounaris (2001) define SI as new market services, new company services, new delivery processes, service change, service line extensions and service repositioning. Although studies indicate that for a company to be innovative, it must develop organizational characteristics that incorporate a clear orientation for learning (Hult, Hurley & Knight, 2004), little is known about the mediation between Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) and SI, based on learning capability (Nasution, Mavondo, Matanda & Ndubisi, 2011).

Learning Capability is a learning potential intrinsic to the knowledge and skills of professionals and managers in the processes/practices used in the organization, which can provide learning – such as the evaluation of strategies, results and so on. Organizational Learning Capability (OLC) is a facilitator of learning (Goh & Richards, 1997; Gonzaga, Figueiredo, Souza & Passos, 2020), and innovation (Alegre & Chiva, 2008; Gomes, Seman & De Montreuil, 2020). It is a knowledge-based capacity that involves elements that boost production processes, including the search for information and the development of new knowledge on products, processes and services (Huang & Wang, 2011; Gomes & Wojahn, 2017), resulting in practices and skills that stimulate innovation.

EO is present in organizations that strive to innovate in products or markets, take risks and act proactively in relation to their competitors (Miller, 1983; Covin & Miles, 1999). In recent years, EO has received a lot of attention, in theoretical and empirical articles that sought to understand the effect of developing processes of entrepreneurial strategy on Organizational Performance (OP) (Shan, Song & Ju, 2016) and SI. Despite its relevance for explaining how organizations develop and exploit business opportunities through entrepreneurial activities, the existing literature on EO has been criticized for neglecting OLC and knowledge creation, thus failing to explain the processes for achieving growth (Altinay, Madanoglu, De Vita, Arasli & Ekinci, 2016).

Few studies have explored the mediating role of OLC and SI in OP (Alegre & Chiva, 2013; Shan et al., 2016; Gomes et al., 2020). In particular, the existing literature on Knowledge-Intensive Business Services (KIBS) has neglected the combined effects of EO and OLC. Therefore, this study analyzes the relationships between EO, OLC, SI and OP, by examining the influence of EO on OLC and SI, in organizations that provide knowledge-intensive services.

This paper examines the mediating role of OLC and SI in the relationship between EO and OP, checking statistically if such mediations are relevant to achieve a better understanding of the relationships mentioned in the literature. The study provides a complete view of the relationship between EO and KIBS performance, which highlights the role of OLC and SI. A greater emphasis on EO and an increase in OLC are strategies that can enhance KIBS performance. OLC, EO and SI are evolutionary phenomena that provide an organization with continuous improvement in its results and in its ability to face challenges in turbulent environments.
We tested the hypotheses in architecture and urban planning offices in the state of Santa Catarina, Brazil, where organizations continuously face a complex and shaky environment caused by political and economic instability. Such an environment is fertile for new ideas and knowledge. These characteristics are in line with those considered central to entrepreneurial organizations. Thus, we sought a homogeneous sample of companies, in terms of size (most are small and medium-sized firms), industry (architecture and urbanization offices) and geographic location.

2. Conceptual structure and hypotheses

Naman & Slevin (1993) define entrepreneurial orientation as members’ values, associated with the purpose of looking into new market opportunities and extending current areas of activities. EO explains how to put entrepreneurship into practice within organizations (Gupta, Dutta & Chen, 2014). It is also a managerial attitude, oriented toward processes of strategy development, in order to provide organizational support for management actions and decision-making (Miller, 1983; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996).

Studies emphasize EO as beneficial for organizations (Ireland & Webb, 2007; Gupta et al., 2014), contributing positively to OP (Rauch, Wiklund, Lumpkin & Frese, 2009). However, Dimitratos, Lioukas & Carter (2004) and George, Wood & Khan (2001) did not find a significant relationship between EO and OP, but this may be related to organizations’ external and internal variables, which affect performance, or even to the fact that EO benefits may not be observed in the short term (Madsen, 2007).

Zahra, Nielsen & Bogner (1999) recommended that researchers should start to identify all the underlying steps for determining the contribution of EO to OP. Hence, several studies adopted a holistic view in their analyses, emphasizing the relevance of the intermediate stages between EO and OP (Alegre & Chiva, 2013; Masa’deh et al., 2018).

Entrepreneurial actions affect product innovations, processes and management directly (Covin & Miles, 1999; Gupta et al. 2014). The innovative character regards the introduction of new processes, products or ideas and is one of the most important drivers of innovation (Hult et al., 2004). EO increases the proactivity and willingness of an organization to take risks and innovate and is considered one of OP antecedents (Masa’deh, Al-Henzab, Tarhini & Obeidat, 2018; Renko, Carsrud & Brännback, 2009; Zahra et al. 1999).

Wheelwright & Clark (1992), and later Newey & Zahra (2009), consider innovation a crucial factor in OP due to the constant evolution of the competitive environment where organizations operate. The importance of innovation for organizations’ good performance, in the long run, is widely recognized and reported in the literature (Alegre & Chiva, 2013). A superior innovative performance of an organization will positively affect market and production performance (Kitsios & Grigoroudis, 2020). Consequently, innovation performance directly affects OP (Calantone, Cavusgil & Zhao, 2002; Alegre & Chiva, 2013) and is the most rigorous dependent variable estimated to assess EO and OP (Ireland, Hitt & Sirmon, 2003). Thus, we developed the following hypothesis:

H1. SI acts as a mediating variable between EO and OP.

Lumpkin and Dess (1996) describe EO as a company’s strategies and actions related to the active search for new market opportunities. EO-based organizations have a more significant commitment to learning, as a way of collecting relevant information about these opportunities. Thus, organizational learning represents a competitive advantage for organizations, which results in performance gains, customer loyalty, profitability and market share (Rhee, Park & Lee, 2010; Gupta et al., 2014). Organizations open to learning have a better chance of predicting trends or changes in the market, through their higher flexibility and response speed (Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2011).
A learning organization has an explicit focus on acquiring knowledge that is potentially useful for the organization (Harrison & Leitch, 2005). Learning supports company’s internal self-renewal and helps to determine strategies that affect the way organizations choose, learn, refine or redefine their main business-related decisions (Covin, Green & Slevin, 2006). In organizations focused on EO, learning capability is an essential prerequisite for managers’ decision-making and the standards they assume, being critical factors to determine the effect of EO on OP (Covin et al., 2006; Wang, 2008).

OLC consists of resources or skills, both tangible and intangible, which allow achieving new forms of competitive advantage, while providing an organizational learning process (Alegre & Chiva, 2008). Organizational learning facilitators are experimentation, interaction with the external environment, dialogue, participative decision-making and risk propensity (Fernández-Mesa & Alegre, 2015; Gomes et al., 2020). OLC allows trying new ideas for new services and superior products, which lead to business growth (Altinay et al., 2016).

Because it is a dynamic process of creating, acquiring and integrating knowledge, OLC has an important contribution to developing resources that boost OP (López, Peón & Ordá; Fernández-Mesa & Alegre, 2015). Learning capability has shown beneficial effects for OP in organizations focused on EO (López et al., 2005; Prieto & Revilla, 2006; Wang, 2008; Santos-Vijande, López-Sánchez & González-Mieres, 2012; Alegre & Chiva, 2013). Consequently, we formulated the second hypothesis:

**H2.** OLC acts as a mediating variable between EO and OP.

An organization focused on EO can create, learn and influence the environment (García-Morales, Llorens-Montes & Verdu-Jover, 2006). Entrepreneurship involves creating new resources, combining existing ones, finding new ways of developing and marketing new products, reaching new markets and serving new customers (Ireland & Webb, 2007), in addition to having strategic capabilities (learning and innovation) in organizations that encourage the creation of wealth and competitive advantage (García-Morales et al., 2006). Thus, entrepreneurship builds and nurtures organizational learning, which, in turn, enables formulating innovation strategies (Lee & Tsai, 2005) that lead to better OP (Senge, Ross, Smith & Kleiner, 1994).

Innovation strategies are a critical success factor for a company to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage (Rhee et al., 2010). From a managerial perspective, innovation is the successful implementation of creative ideas within an organization (Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby & Herron, 1996). In this perspective, creativity is one of the starting points for innovation, through the combination and incorporation of knowledge into new, original and relevant products, processes and/or services (Luecke & Katz, 2003).

Hence, innovation is the introduction and implementation of new ideas and knowledge (Rhee et al., 2010). The OLC process, in turn, consists of disseminating and using this knowledge within organizations. Therefore, OLC is important for the generation of innovative ideas (Argote, McEvily & Reagans, 2003). Lee & Tsai (2005) and Keskin (2006) showed that learning capability could be a link for organizations to engage in the innovation process. Therefore, considering that learning is a critical facilitator for innovation, organizations are more likely to achieve innovation when focused on EO mediated by learning capability (Hult et al., 2004; Keskin, 2006; García-Morales et al., 2006; Liao, Fei & Liu, 2008; Rhee et al., 2010).

Previous research showed that organizational learning affects innovation performance (Calantone et al., 2002; García-Morales et al., 2006; Newey & Zahra, 2009). Wheelwright & Clark (1992) suggest that it plays a determining role in projects for the development of new products, since it allows them to adapt to different environmental factors, such as the uncertainty of customer demand, technological developments and/or increased competition.
Altinay et al. (2016) argue that EO has a positive impact on OLC, which, in turn, has a positive impact on innovation. Accordingly, we suggested the third hypothesis:

H3. OLC acts as a mediating variable between EO and SI.

Based on the references presented on EO, SI, OLC and OP, we proposed the conceptual model of Figure 1.

Therefore, the proposed hypotheses consider EO effects on company’s performance when mediated by SI (H1), EO effects on the company’s performance when mediated by OLC (H2) and EO effects on innovation performance when mediated by OLC (H3).

3. Research methods and techniques

3.1 Population and sample

According to the Brazilian Architecture and Urban Planning Council (CAU), Brazil ended 2017 with 154,264 active architects and urban planners, an increase of 8% compared to the previous year. Twenty-seven percent of these professionals were under 30 years old, while the majority (60%) were under 40 years old. The participation of women increased in 2017, representing 62.6% of the total, against 37.4% of men (CAU, 2018).

The geographical location of architecture and urban planning offices was as a criterion for sample definition, because using a sample of organizations located in a relatively homogeneous geographic, economic, political, sociocultural, technological and legal space minimizes the impact of variables that we cannot control in an empirical research (García-Morales, Jiménez-Barrionuevo & Gutiérrez-Gutiérrez, 2012). Hence, we worked with organizations located in cities of Santa Catarina State. According to CAU (2018), this state has 7,696 architects and urban planners, of which 65% are women and 35% are men. There are 1,401 registered architectural and urban planning organizations, which we defined as the research population.

We decided to use managers as key informants, since they have general information on the organization and are a valuable source for assessing different variables. Regarding the size of the firms that participate in the study, we used SEBRAE’s classification (Brazilian Support Service for Micro and Small Enterprises), which considers the number of employees, instead of revenue.

Since we planned to collect all information from the same respondent (a manager), the effect of common method variance (CMV) might occur with response format, mode of collection and time. Thus, we conducted a Harman factor test, whose result showed a 44%
variation for the first factor (adequate <0.5), suggesting that the common variation would not affect our research and results (MacKenzie & Podsakoff, 2012).

3.2 Measuring variables
Khandwalla (1977) originally designed five items to measure EO. Later studies (Covin & Slevin, 1989) extended and refined the scale. The five items are present in the studies by Hult et al. (2004) and Hult, Ketchen & Arrfelt (2007); therefore, the scale is well established in the literature. We used a seven-point Likert scale for all items, varying from 1 (Totally Disagree) to 7 (Totally Agree).

OLC is a second-order construct composed of five dimensions. These dimensions are Experimentation, Interaction with the External Environment, Dialogue, Participative Decision-Making and Risk Propensity. The model was developed by Chiva, Alegre & Lapiedra (2007) and consisted of a seven-point Likert scale, from 1 (Totally disagree) to 7 (Totally agree).

SI comprised five indicators, taking into account different degrees of innovation: new service for the market, new service for the company, refurbished services, modification of existing services and extension of service line. Avlonitis et al. (2001) were the first to employ this approach, later adapted by Chen, Tsou & Ching (2011, 2016). Managers were asked about service innovations in the last three years, considering a seven-point Likert scale from 1 (Totally disagree) to 7 (Totally agree).

For OP, we questioned about the organization’s performance in the last three years, ranging from 1 (It got worse) to 7 (It improved a lot). The OP construct was measured by four items: two for market performance (customer loyalty and sales growth) and two for financial performance (profitability and return on investment), based on the Oslo Manual (OECD, 2018) and López et al. (2005).

We validated the data collection instrument through the following steps: (1) translation of the questionnaire with the help of an English-speaking specialist; (2) semantic validation of the items by professionals working at KIBS companies.

3.3 Data collection
This study used managers as key informants, requesting them not to answer the questionnaire unless they could directly observe or have a good knowledge of the variables in question. The letter that introduced the questionnaire also explained the purpose of the study, asked if they wanted to receive the results and outlined the research fundamental ethical principles. They were given a period of 30 days to return the completed questionnaires, but this period was further extended to ensure a higher percentage of answers.

Initially, we received 175 questionnaires, of which 16 were removed for presenting several unanswered questions, resulting in a final sample of 159 fully answered and valid. In this sample, there were some missing data, which represented less than 5% of the total data.

As missing values are a common problem in quantitative analyses, it is necessary to handle them, since most analyses need a complete data set of data (Baraldi & Enders, 2010). Thus, we used the missForest imputation method, proposed by Stekhoven & Buhlmann (2011). It uses decision trees for ascribing the missing data through the randomForest algorithm for regression; the choice of the imputation method took into account the algorithm’s nonparametric attribute.

For the statistical analysis of the sample potency, we conducted a priori test to check the sample’s adequacy to an acceptable statistical power. The a priori test seeks to identify the necessary amount of observations to meet certain requirements. In this study, we sought a correlation between latent variables of at least 0.3 (Cohen, 1998), with a significance index of 5% and a statistical power of 0.9. Hence, for the desired statistical power (0.9), a sample of 112
respondents was the minimum necessary, and we concluded, *a priori*, that our sample was sufficient.

### 3.4 Data analysis

After data collection, the next step was to assess the measurement model. Thus, for a complete data analysis, we used the PLS-PM algorithm (Partial Least Squares Path Modeling). This choice is appropriate when the research purpose lies between testing a theory and the need to predict patterns (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt, 2017).

### 4. Results

This section presents the main results of the study, starting with sample characterization. Regarding organizations’ size, 63.5% of the participating offices (101 companies) were micro-organizations (up to nine employees), 25 were large firms (15.7%) and 24 small companies (15.1%). Eight managers did not answer the questionnaire, representing 5% of the total.

As for gender, 69.8% of respondents were female (111 questionnaires answered), and 30.2% were male (48 questionnaires answered), highlighting the female participation in the Architecture field in Santa Catarina. As for working time in the company, 33.3% had worked from one to three years in the same organization. The sample also revealed that working at the firm for more than ten years ranked second (21.4%), followed by less than a year (18.9%), from four to six years (16.4%) and seven to nine years (10%).

To check data distribution, we used the Shapiro–Wilk test and found a nonnormal distribution of data. We then tested the questionnaires’ adequacy to factor analysis through the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin index (KMO) and Bartlett’s Sphericity Test. The KMO index was 0.88 and the Bartlett Sphericity Test << 0.001. The KMO Index result above the recommended (0.5) meant that the questionnaire was suitable for factor analysis. In contrast, Bartlett’s Sphericity test results indicated that the variables within the population were not. Thus, we could proceed with data analysis.

#### 4.1 Reliability indicators

To begin checking the model’s reliability, we tested the parameters indicated in the literature (Hair et al., 2017). The first concerns the reliability indicators, where the squared outer loading ($\lambda^2$) of each indicator must be greater than 0.4 in exploratory studies. From the analysis of $\lambda^2$, we found two indicators with an index below recommended (0.4): ProRisco3 (resources for projects that involve new situations) and ProRisco4 (decision-making without having all information). We excluded these variables and ran the other tests without them.

#### 4.2 Reliability and validation of internal consistency

Initially, we checked if the different independent variables had an exact or close linear relationship. According to Hair et al. (2017), the VIF (Variance Inflation Factor) result should be less than 5, for a nonsevere multicollinearity. All indexes were within the desired range, with results below 5.

The Composite Reliability (CR) of each dimension was expected to be higher than 0.6, and Cronbach’s alpha (CA) higher than 0.7. Although literature considers CR a more reliable factor than CA, we used both factors in the analyses. We also used the $\rho_A$ index, recently proposed by Hair et al. (2017), to estimate reliability using factor weights. In addition, we calculated the Average Variance Extracted (AVE), which should be above 0.5. **Table 1** shows these values.

The values of CR, CA and $\rho_A$, for each of the dimensions, showed acceptable indexes in the three scales, in all constructs. AVE values for each dimension also remained above the
expected minimum of 0.5. Second-order dimensions of CR were calculated by considering the path coefficients between them and their first-order dimensions as factor loads.

4.3 Discriminant validation

For discriminant validation, we examined Fornell–Larcker criteria. To establish the discriminant validity, the square root of the AVE of each latent variable should be higher than latent variable correlations (Fornell-Larcker, 1981). The analysis was appropriate (Table 2).

4.4 Structural model results

The next step was to examine the results of the structural model. The values of $R^2$, adjusted $R^2$ and $Q^2$ for each of the latent variables are shown in Table 3.

We calculated the $Q^2$ index by cross-validating redundancy (Geisser, 1974; Stone, 1974). Both indexes for individual indicators and latent variables were within the proper range, higher than zero, highlighting the predictive power of the described model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>$\rho A$</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OLC</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participative decision-making</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction with the external environment</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-taking</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>Participative</th>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Experimentation</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>EO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participative</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-taking</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$R^2$ adjusted</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OLC</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-taking</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participative</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5 Structural model results – direct relationship

After analyzing the model’s adjustment indexes, we tested the direct relationship of the dimensions (Table 4), which already contained their corresponding influences confirmed by BCa bootstrapping, with 5,000 replications.

To measure the size of the effect ($f^2$), we used Cohen’s guidelines (1988), defining the value of 0.02 for small effects, 0.15 for medium effects and 0.35 for large effects. Regarding OLC construct, it shows validity of the relationships proposed in the second-order construct (OLC) with the first-order variables: Decision ($\beta = 0.881$), Dialogue ($\beta = 0.907$), Experimentation ($\beta = 0.885$), Interaction with the External Environment ($\beta = 0.757$) and Risk Propensity ($\beta = 0.845$).

4.6 Mediation tests

Mediation occurs when a third mediating variable intervenes between two other related constructs. In the proposed model, the independent variable (EO) affects the mediating variables (SI and OLC), which in turn affect the dependent variables (OP and SI); this path is called an “indirect relationship.” The effect caused directly by the independent variable on the dependent variable, on the other hand, is called “direct relationship.” For the mediation to be valid, the multiplication of the $p$-values related to the indirect relationship paths must be significant.

When there is significance in direct and indirect ways, the mediation is classified as a complementary mediation (Zhao, Lynch & Chen, 2010). In cases where the direct relationship does not have statistical significance, but an indirect relationship does, the mediation is total; that is, all the significant effect occurs through an indirect relationship (Zhao et al., 2010; Hair et al., 2017). Table 5 shows these relationships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>CEOf ($\beta$)</th>
<th>2.50%</th>
<th>97.50%</th>
<th>$p$-values</th>
<th>$f$-square ($f^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second-order construct – OLC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC $\rightarrow$ participative</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC $\rightarrow$ dialogue</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>4.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC $\rightarrow$ experimentation</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC $\rightarrow$ interaction</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC $\rightarrow$ risk taking</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct relations test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC $\rightarrow$ SI</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLC $\rightarrow$ OP</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ OLC</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ SI</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ OP</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI $\rightarrow$ OP</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. General index of influences by dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Direct relationship</th>
<th>Direct $p$-value</th>
<th>Indirect relationship</th>
<th>Indirect $p$-value</th>
<th>Mediation type</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ OP</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ SI $\rightarrow$ OP</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>Complementary mediation</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ OP</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ OLC $\rightarrow$ OP</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>Complementary mediation</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ SI</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>EO $\rightarrow$ OLC $\rightarrow$ SI</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>Complementary mediation</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Direct relation and indirect mediation
In order to test this mediation analysis, we applied the procedure suggested by Hair et al. (2017), following the general recommendations for mediation analysis by Zhao et al. (2010) for bootstrapping. Through this process, we confirmed all the hypotheses. The mediation type was considered a complementary mediation, since the effects pointed in the same direction and were significant at 5% (Zhao et al., 2010).

5. Result discussion

In the direct relationships test, OLC had a positive influence on organizations’ innovation; thus, OLC showed a positive and significant relationship (β = 0.173) with SI, confirming previous studies that attribute to organizational learning a role of generating innovation (Alegre & Chiva, 2008; Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2011). OLC also showed a positive and significant relationship (β = 0.285) with OP, revealing its contribution to organizations’ performance and confirming the previous studies by Alegre & Chiva (2008), Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle (2011) and Gomes et al. (2020).

EO had a direct relationship and contributed positively and significantly to OLC (β = 0.616), to SI (β = 0.601) and to OP (β = 0.228), showing that organizations focused on EO have greater ability to create strategies and competitive advantages, positively affecting OP. This analysis strengthens Miller’s study (1983). The author concluded that organizations less willing to assume an entrepreneurial behavior tend to get worser results compared to those that adopt EO.

In general, the positive results between EO and SI association can be explained by the ability and willingness of organization members to take risks and be proactive, which possibly helps introducing a new service and a new way of doing things.

SI shows a direct relationship, contributing positively and significantly to OP (β = 0.265) and confirming previous studies that mentioned innovation as one of the determining factors for organizations’ performance (López et al., 2005; Alegre & Chiva, 2008; Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2011). Thus, SI is an essential element for business success (Avlonitis et al., 2001), retaining existing customers, attracting new ones and adding value to shareholders (Chen et al., 2011).

Regarding hypotheses testing, H1 – SI acts as a mediating variable between EO and OP – was confirmed as complementary mediation, confirming previous studies by Alegre & Chiva (2013) and Gomes & Wojahn (2017), which indicate that innovation is an essential intermediate link that contributes to OP. In addition, H1 also supports the idea that organizations focused on EO have organizational characteristics that facilitate innovation performance. The result shows that significant innovation is associated with greater proactiveness and greater risk acceptance.

The results also complement the study by Hult et al. (2004), which considers EO as one of the most important innovation factors. EO is a managerial attitude that organizations should incorporate as one of their intrinsic attributes, which facilitates learning and has positive implications for performance (Alegre & Chiva, 2013). It is important to acknowledge EO and its influence on SI, since EO allows organizations to identify and create specific resources for incorporating their products and/or services in their service delivery processes (Nasution et al., 2011).

Likewise, H2 – OLC acts as a mediating variable between EO and OP – was confirmed as a complementary mediation, which validates Alegre & Chiva’s (2013) study. OLC makes organizations more flexible and agile, providing better opportunities for interpreting and responding appropriately to market events and trends, resulting in the continuous improvement of OP (Gomes et al., 2020; Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2011). Architecture and urban planning organizations that encourage learning among their members and take advantage of innovative ideas are more likely to achieve significant results in innovation and performance (Paniuwatwanich & Stewart, 2012).
These results corroborate Li, Huang & Tsai (2009), who found that EO has a positive effect on knowledge creation processes, which, in turn, have a positive effect on OP. This implies that knowledge creation processes (OLC) serve as mediating variables between EO and OP (Rezaei & Ortt, 2018). Therefore, EO affects learning positively and broadens its scope, encouraging organizations to challenge the status quo and introduce flexibility and change in the way they do things (Wang, 2008).

Regarding hypothesis H3 – OLC acts as a mediating variable between EO and SI – it was also confirmed as a complementary mediation, since OLC facilitates SI. It involves elements that stimulate knowledge-based production processes, including the search for information and the development of new knowledge on products, processes and services (Huang & Wang, 2011; Gomes & Wojahn, 2017). Providing products and services that customers expect is a result of EO, which shows that OLC drives SI through EO (Altinay et al., 2016).

Organizations’ performance can vary within the same sector. This asymmetry occurs in organizations focused on EO and whose organizational characteristics facilitate learning (OLC) and innovation (Chiva & Alegre, 2013). OLC and EO provide important competitive advantages for architecture and urban planning organizations. According to Rhee et al. (2010), a continuous commitment by organizations to OLC is essential for innovation and performance improvement, in knowledge-intensive organizations based on technology and services (as is the case of KIBS).

There is evidence to support a relationship between OLC and SI. This empirical evidence implies that organizational learning affects SI. According to Liao et al. (2008), greater organizational learning is more significant than innovation. Hence, our study encourages organizational learning in order to increase SI.

Chiva & Alegre (2013) observe that organizations that seek EO need management actions to improve OLC dimensions, so that learning and innovation processes become more efficient. Thus, it is clear that innovation is a crucial element for organizations currently and represents the essence of their competitive advantage. Organizations with greater Learning Capability can identify the change of consumer needs and try to overcome their competitors, achieving a better OP (Altinay et al., 2016).

6. Conclusion and suggestions for future research
This study analyzed the relationships between EO, OLC, SI and OP. It examined the antecedent influence of EO and the mediating role of OLC and SI in OP. Concerning SI advances in the literature, we contributed by showing that EO and OP’s relationship is conditioned by or dependent on innovation. This means that innovative companies with EO are more likely to achieve a competitive advantage.

Our findings make an important contribution to the recent extension of research on SI and OP, focusing on mediators between EO and OLC. They also provide a broader framework to prove that EO strengthens OLC and SI, and consequently, OP increases. In addition, they showed that EO is a reliable driver of SI and OP. Thus, we can conclude that OLC acts as a facilitator of innovation and has a positive influence on OP.

Furthermore, the results empirically confirm that EO plays a central role in creating an innovative organization on a learning-oriented basis. Therefore, the research contributed to a theoretical extension of previous studies regarding orientation toward learning, SI and performance. There is evidence that relationships between EO, SI and OP are significant, with the direct effect being lower than the indirect effect. Consequently, this article clarifies the relationship that OLC unleashes between EO and SI on OP. In other words, to increase SI and OP, OLC must be driven by EO.

Hence, to support innovation we need to focus more on EO and OLC. The higher the levels of innovation in KIBS (architecture and urban planning organizations), the more likely they
are to increase their OP. It is appropriate to highlight the dynamic environment where KIBS operate. These environments are characterized by fast change and constant innovation. Thus, environmental dynamism can positively influence both learning and innovation.

KIBS managers must consider that entrepreneurial behavior and organizational learning make significant contributions to SI and OP. KIBS should seek to achieve entrepreneurial attributes and learn continuously. Empirical evidence showed that KIBS organizations must implement EO and follow organizational learning, thus increasing the rates of SI and OP.

Therefore, top management needs to make organizations more proactive and creative, continually encouraging new ideas. Architecture and urban planning organizations should pay more attention to keeping and promoting entrepreneurial orientation permanently. The trend toward both proactivity and risk-taking can be an intrinsic advantage of KIBS in this area.

To facilitate SI, the company must be learning-oriented. This can be done by aligning incentives for interacting with the external environment, communication, participation in decision-making, encouraging the creation and experimentation of innovative ideas, allowing (and not punishing or restricting) employees’ risk-taking and using alternative approaches for developing new products and services. Top management should stimulate the organization to be more creative and proactive by always promoting new ideas. Architecture and urban planning organizations should keep and encourage entrepreneurial orientation permanently. All these actions can be KIBS advantages.

This study has some limitations. The collected data were transversal, although longitudinal data could be more useful for testing the real causality of the model. Our sample only included architecture and urban planning offices in Santa Catarina, Brazil, so future research should test the generalization of these findings. Another direction would be to apply the model in higher technological intensity KIBS, contributing to the development of this area, given the shortage of empirical studies. Future research could use a mixed methodology, comprising qualitative and quantitative approaches, for a better triangulation of results. Moreover, control variables could be used to assess how different firm sizes would affect the hypotheses.
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